FLIR InSite is a workflow management tool for electrical contractors and thermographers that streamlines the thermal inspection process and simplifies data collection and reporting. This application allows you to prepare efficient survey routes, maintain accurate documentation by assigning thermal images and survey data directly to saved assets, share information with your team or clients, and file instant reports while still in the field.

www.flir.com/InSite

Prepare.
FLIR InSite software allows the user to effectively plan and prepare thermal inspections

- Maintain a clear understanding of clients’ needs with quick access to latest asset status
- Get organized by creating inspection routes based on sites and equipment
- Know when to look for critical faults by reviewing client inspection histories and noting which assets need special attention
- Decide where to focus inspections based on historic criticality

Inspect.
InSite works seamlessly with FLIR thermal cameras and tools to collect images and data needed for reports – while reducing administrative work-loads

- Maintain complete records and avoid mislabeling by directly linking images and data to the correct registered asset
- Increase efficiency by tagging assets with multimeter and clamp meter data collected over METERLINK®
- Correctly diagnose issues by checking historical data and comparing with current results
- Quickly annotate or edit thermal images in the field through connection with the FLIR Tools app

Deliver.
Provide real-time updates and deliver inspection results through a secure and private client portal on the FLIR InSite cloud

- Keep your team and clients informed during inspections by delivering updates through a secure and private client portal
- Get all the inspection data input and assigned to the correct asset without the need for paper notes or manual entry
- Quickly and easily prepare status summaries for any electrical asset
- Create and send reports from the inspection site using one-tap field report functionality
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Register customers and populate each account with site locations through the FLIR InSite web interface

Prepare reports and share with team members and clients via FLIR InSite

Prepares inspections around sites and assets with quick access to historical data

Streamlines inspections and data collection without paper or manual entries

Keeps customers informed of critical failures with single-tap, in-field reporting

Shares images and data across your team and with clients

Provides immediate access to inspections and results through a secure client portal